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Flückiger in Internet Hall Of Fame 

http://home.web.cern.ch/about/updates/2013/06/cerns-fluckiger-joins-internet-hall-fame  



Bill Fontana – artist in residence 

http://home.web.cern.ch/about/updates/2013/06/sound-sculptor-begin-arts-residency-cern 



Today’s trivia question 
When was dark matter first proposed, by 
whom, and what was the scientist looking 
at? 
 
Extra Credit: Who confirmed this idea by 
measuring the rate of rotation of stars in a 
galaxy? 
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AMS data on high energy e± : 





Today’s trivia answer 
Q: When was dark matter first proposed, by 
whom, and what was the scientist looking at? 
 
Extra Credit: Who confirmed this idea by 
measuring the rate of rotation of stars in a 
galaxy? 
 
A: Fritz Zwicky proposed dark matter in 
1933, when making measurements of the 
Coma Cluster.  He calculated that the cluster 
had to have 400 times the mass than what he 
measured with his telescope. 

 
Extra Credit: Vera Rubin in the 1970s saw 
that stars on the outside of the galaxy rotated 
faster than predicted by Newton’s Laws. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



http://atlas.ch/blog/?p=1839 

http://atlas.ch/blog/?p=1839


CERN at Montreux Jazz Festival, 17-18 July 



http://opendays2013.web.cern.ch/ 



Next Hangout with CERN 
Today is the last hangout in series 3 

 

Series 4 is planned for after the open days 



Participants 
Julia Hoffman, AMS experiment 

Bilge Demirkoz, AMS experiment 
 

Cenk Yildiz, CAST experiment 
 

Xavier Portell Bueso, ATLAS experiment 
Sarah Malik, CMS experiment, Fermilab 

 
Marco Cirelli, Theorist 

 
Laura Hourican, student intern 

 

 



Credits 
Steven Goldfarb –– Host 

Seth Zenz –– Q&A from Social Media 

Kate Kahle and Kelly Izlar –– Production 

 

 

 

Thank you for watching! 
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